Proceedings of Executive Committee Meeting (MARCH 5, 2020)
held at ICAR-CSWRI, Avikanagar

The meeting of newly formed ISSGPU executives was convened on 05.03.2020 at ICAR-CSWRI, Avikanagar to discuss and chalk out future activities of the society.

The major recommendations emerged out during discussion were as below

1. Many times, it has been observed that organisers of ISSGPU Seminar return only seed money to society and no surplus money is contributed to the society. Therefore, it was decided in the meeting that, maximum two lakh rupees would be provided as seed money for organising a seminar. Further Organizing secretary of the seminar should give in undertaking that, in addition to seed money, he would return a minimum of 15% of seed money/surplus money whichever is more, within a month’s time after the Seminar.

2. The seed money was provided in Oct 2018 to the Organiser Secretary for organising National Seminar at BASU, Patna in February 2019, matter is not settled still Rs 63000 as surplus money is available in their accounts. The Secretary, ISSGPU should write letter to the Organizing secretary to return surplus money to ISSGPU society and resolve the matter at the earliest.

3. Proposals received from various Universities/Colleges/ICAR Institutes for organizing ISSGPU Seminar were discussed. It was agreed in principle that this year conference/seminar may be organised at CVAS Navania, Vallabhnagar, Udaipur, Rajasthan considering the prior request of Dr R.K. Nagda, and accordingly acceptance letter and dates may be conveyed to them. Subsequent year, the request from Dr O.P. Mishra, Director of Research, CGKVDurg may be considered following codal formalities.

4. Dr A K Shinde, Editor of the IJSR should continue as Editor and Dr S.D. Kharche Pr. Sci. ICAR-CIRG was recommended as Associate Editor for IJSR Journal, as Associate Editor post was lying vacant after superannuation of Dr A.K. Goel, Pr. Sci. CIRG.

5. Region wise, every executive committee member was given responsibility of updating member list, postal address, email etc., Further, it was decided that ISSGPU website should be updated regularly. The portal for online submission and reviewing of paper submitted to the Journal be started on priority.

6. During meeting is was discussed that, some new awards may be started in the names of stalwarts and retired personnel may contribute some corpus fund for initiation of such activity.

7. For E-newsletter of the society, responsibility was given to Dr Vinod Kadam, Dr Ajit Mahala, Dr N. Ramchandran and Dr Nltika Sharma.

8. For increasing life members in the society, different training programmes organised in both the institutes (ICAR-CSWRI and ICAR-CIRG) participants should be motivated and
persuaded to be a part of the society. Further, every executive and life member must try to attract new life members in the ISSGPU society.

9. One interactive meet of one day duration be organised each year either at ICAR-CIRG, Makhdoom or ICAR-CSWRI, Avikanagar.

10. In case of transfer of Secretary/Treasurer in other institutes than ICAR-CSWRI and ICAR-CIRG, they should resign and their post stands cancelled to avoid any interference in the smooth functioning of the society.

11. The honorarium of the office assistant of ISSGPU may be increased from Rs1500/- per month to Rs 2000/- per month w.e.f. 1st April 2020.

12. Subscription charges for IUSR be revised from 01 April, 2021 (from Rs 2000 per issue to Rs 3000 per issue).

13. Life membership fees should also be revised from existing Rs 2500/- to Rs 3000/- from 01 April, 2021.
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